Here, we include ocean circulation in a simple coupled oceanatmosphere model and also consider hypothetical limits in which the coupled system is highly predictable at low frequencies. We find that low pass correlations between observed and simulated NAG indices, obtained from ensembles of SST-forced AGCMs, are insensitive to the predictability of the system. Thus inferences about predictability of the atmosphere-ocean system cannot be made on the basis of this measure of the hindcast skill of atmosphere-only simulations.
0094-8276/00/1999GL011322505.00 year, they are able to reproduce the high correlation between 'observed' and 'simulated' low-frequency NAO. They go on to argue that predictability of the latter at the decadal timescale is not implied by successful hindcasts and instead suggest that useful predictability is limited to a year or so. Several studies, however, suggest a role for ocean circulation in modulating SST anomalies on decadal timescale, particularly near the Gulf Stream separation point [Halliwell, 1998 ].
Here we extend the model proposed by BB and study the implications of taking into account ocean circulation in a simple model of the midlatitude air-sea interaction, and in the context of RM99's experiments.
Stochastic and 'SST-forced' atmospheric variability
We consider an ensemble of AGCM responses to the same time-varying observed SST anomalies and restrict our analysis to the time variations of a particular atmospheric index, the NAG index (surface pressure difference between Iceland and the Azores). BB proposed an elegant framework in which to analyse these experiments, by constructing 'observed' SST and atmospheric index anomalies from an idealized coupled ocean atmosphere model. Forcing the atmospheric component of the coupled model by the 'observed' SST is then the analog of one AGCM experiment forced by observed time varying SST taken from the observational record. Ensemble atmospheric 'response' can be constructed in a way that mimics RM99.
We model the interaction of the NAG with its associated SST anomaly pattern, the so-called SST tripole. For simplicity, we will only consider the interaction of the NAG with the SST dipole between the subpolar and subtropical oceanic gyres, denoted by AT (Fig. 1) . The model NAG is a surface wind anomaly r that is linearly decomposed into a stochastic and an SST-forced component, heat from cold to warm (Fig. lc) , and thus brings extra power to SST compared to the case of no ocean circulation (Plate la). Comparison of Fig. la with Fig. lb,c shows that including ocean circulation in BB's model does not modify the phase relationship between AT and the NAO. We thus still expect a positive correlation between low-pass 'observed' and 'simulated' atmospheric index, whatever the q-factor is. Note however that the AT spectrum plotted in Plate la shows a large bump when q = 5, 10 (black and blue lines), which is associated with a very predictable oceanatmosphere system. Free mode solutions of (7) (Fig. 2a) , with a maximum probability of Rt.p between 0.6 and 0.8, which is in good agreement with the 0.75 obtained by RM99. Fig. 2b,c shows the case where ocean circulation is taken into account. As anticipated, we still obtain positive correlations, but with only small differences between the three cases, even in the limit of a very predictable ocean atmosphere system (Fig. 2c, q -10) . Compared to BB, however, the signal to noise ratio fAT/N is stronger near resonance but smaller at lower frequency. This is a consequence of ocean circulation enhancing power near the decadal period and damping at lower frequency (see Fig. lb,c) . These effects are mixed together by the lowpass filtering. Overall the low-pass correlation Rt.p is not sensitive to our coupling.
Conclusion
In this note we have shown that one cannot draw conclusions about the low frequency predictability of the oceanatmosphere system on the basis of low-pass correlations be- 
